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Abstract: The normal metal joining process welding is broadly utilized as a part of all assembling enterprises and is a vital working 

viewpoint for the assembling and development ventures. Submerged Arc Welding (SAW) was one of the essential metal joining shapes 

used in industry as a result of high bore and trustworthiness. Nature of weld for the most part relies upon mechanical properties of the 

weld, which then transfers on the cooperation of the weld parameters. This paper proposes an effective procedure Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN) to foresee the weld dot quality in SAW process for a given arrangement of welding parameters. Analyses are planned by 

Taguchi's standards and its outcomes are utilized to prepare the created organize. The prepared system is utilized to foresee the nature 

of weld. The proposed ANN is produced utilizing MATLAB capacities. The created technique is financially savvy, adaptable, and exact 

than the existing models and it scopes for a superior internet observing framework. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Submerged circular segment welding is broadly utilized 

mechanical bend welding process that needs a superior 

expectation and checking of its parameters to deliver 

predictable weld quality. Analysts are endeavoring 

numerous methods to build up the SAW procedure. Prior the 

impacts of welding factors upon globule shape and size in 

imersed-circular segment welding was examined [1]. Partial 

factorial strategies [2] were utilized to foresee measurements 

of the weld globule in programmed SAW. At that point 

numerical models [3] are utilized to foresee weld globule 

geometry for the transition cored welding process. Later the 

impacts of welding processes parameter on weld dab width 

of in GMAW forms were considered [4]. Different relapse 

examination [5, 6, 7, and 8] has been connected to foresee 

the procedure parameters for gas metal circular segment 

welding. Counterfeit Neural Networks [9, 10] were utilized 

to anticipate the weld dab geometry and infiltration in 

protected metal-curve welding. ANN was prepared by the 

information acquired from numerous relapse method to 

anticipate shear wave speed for a carbonate repository [11]. 

This paper proposes an insightful and modern procedure 

"ANN" to foresee weld qualities in SAW process for a given 

weld parameters. 

 

2. Submerged Arc Welding 
 

Submerged bend welding' is additionally alluded to in 

industry as 'Concealed circular segment welding' and 

'submerged soften welding'. It is a high caliber, high 

affidavit rate welding process is presented in 1930s [12]. It 

is a procedure in which the joining of metals is delivered by 

warming with a circular segment or curves between an 

exposed metal terminal or anodes and the work. A cover of 

granular fusible material on the work shields the circular 

segment. Weight isn't utilized. Filler metal is acquired from 

the cathode or from a supplementary welding pole.. SAW 

Equipment comprises of a welding machine or power 

source, the wire feeder and control framework, the welding 

light for programmed welding or the welding weapon and 

link gathering for self-loader welding, the transition 

container and sustaining instrument, typically a motion 

recuperation framework, and a travel component for 

programmed welding. SAW is regularly worked in the 

programmed or motorized mode, in any case, self-loader 

(hand-held) SAW weapons with pressurized or gravity 

transition nourish conveyance are accessible.  

 

The procedure is typically constrained to the Flat or 

Horizontal-Filet welding positions (albeit Horizontal Groove 

position welds have been finished with an exceptional 

course of action to help the transition). Wide assortment of 

steels including low and medium carbon steels, Nickel, 

Monel, Everdur and other non-ferrous metals can be welded 

by SAW. Butt welds, filet welds and fitting welds are the 

sorts of welds which are made by the SAW procedure. SAW 

process is connected in the regions of development of 

weight vessels, deliver structures, air ships and so forth.  

 

The working factors of SAW are welding current, circular 

segment voltage, welding speed, cathode measurement, 

terminal expansion (length of stand-out), sort of transition, 

width & profundity of motion layer and extremity and 

current sort (DC or AC). Welding current straightforwardly 

impacts the profundity of infiltration and the stretch out of 

base metal combination. The welding bend voltage impacts 

the state of combination zone and outer globule appearance. 

The welding speed pronouncedly affects the weld size and 

infiltration for a given blend of welding current and welding 

voltage. Henceforth cautious consideration is important to 

choose the procedure parameters in welding to get an 

attractive weld quality. 
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3. Artificial Neural Networks 
 

ANN is a versatile astute framework making out of basic 

components working in parallel, which are motivated by 

natural sensory systems prepared to play out a specific 

capacity by modifying the estimations of the associations 

(weights) between components with the goal that specific 

information prompts a particular target yield. It depends on 

nonlinear mapping with the goal that it approximates a 

greater part of consistent nonlinear capacities, which are 

more reasonable for demonstrating the welding procedure. 

ANN is prepared by the iterative changes of the weight 

parameters. Essential operation of ANN is appeared in "Fig. 

1". 

 
Figure 1: Basic operation of ANN 

 

4. Proposed Methodology 
 

4.1 Experimentation 

 

Tests are finished utilizing Taguchi's outline of analyses 

through L27-Orthogonal cluster by differing the underlying 

parameters of welding current (I) , curve voltage (V), 

welding speed (S) and anode augmentation (E) inside the 

reaches as appeared in Table 1. Analyses were led on CU-

BUILT (Maker: Cu Built Engineers-India) DC cathode 

positive (DCEP) welding machine at Precession Storage 

Vessels (P) Ltd, Kanyakumari, Tamilnadu, India.Test bits of 

shape 250 (mm)×200 (mm)× 8 (mm) was cut from SA 516 

Grade 70 steel plate and its surfaces was ground to evacuate 

oxide scale and earth before cladding. Copper covered 

cathode wire of a breadth 2.5 mm (AWS A/S 5.17:EL8) and 

transition of (EN 760SAAR 1) of grain measure 0.2-1.2 mm 

(SiO2+TiO2 18 %, Al2O3+MnO2 61%, CaO + MgO 3 % , 

CaF2 11%) utilized as a part of welding. The motion has 

prepared for 2 hrs at 523 K before utilize. The working 

extent estimations of the parameters are looked over 

American Welding Society handbook. The test setup which 

is utilized comprises of a voyaging carriage with table for 

supporting the example. The spout has held stationary inside 

a casing mounted over the work-table, and it is given with a 

connection for here and there developments to modify spout 

to-plate separate. 

     

Welds of tests measure 10mm-width are cut from the focal 

point of a weld example. The transverse countenances of the 

example was cleaned utilizing network size of 245 x 425 x 

515 (review 1/0, 2/0, and 3/0) Sianor-B 1600 sandpaper. The 

example are additionally cleaned by utilizing Al2O3 at first, 

at that point by using jewel glue alongside the velvet fabric 

in cleaning machine. The cleaned example a while later 

cleaning with alcohols are large scale scratched utilizing 2% 

Nital (containing 98% of nitric corrosive and 2% of liquor) 

answers for inspect the geometries of weld globule. 

 

A few huge parameter, for example, dot width, dot entrance, 

dot fortification and weakening has been estimated. Each 

full scale carved example pictures are examined utilizing an 

Epson Scan fly (2400X4800 DPI-resolutions utilizing 1:1 

proportion scale). The globule geometry is estimated at 

500% amplification by utilizing the estimating instrument 

adobe stunt-devil. The deliberate measurements are then 

contrasted and those got by utilizing Toolmakers' 

magnifying instrument, to test the estimation exactness. 

With the assistance of (advanced) planimeter, the zones of 

the parent metal dissolved (AP) and the zone of support 

(AR) are estimated. Rate (%) of weakening (D) were figured 

as [AP/(AP+ AR)] x 100. The watched esteems from the 

examples were given in Table 1. 

 

To measure the deposition rate (R), the weight of each 

sample’s before and after weld has been taken and noted. 

Total time taken during the welding was also noted. 

 

Table 1: Experimental design and objectives 
I 

(Amps) 

V 

(Volts) 

S 

(cm/min) 

E 

(mm) 

R 

(Kg/hr) 

D 

(%) 

275 28 16 25 2.746 15.7 

275 28 19 30 5.38 17.9 

275 28 22 35 3.99 19.6 

275 32 16 30 3.979 18.1 

275 32 19 35 2.844 20.1 

275 32 22 25 7.744 17.5 

275 36 16 35 2.21 19.3 

275 36 19 25 1.048 16.4 

275 36 22 30 1.355 19.2 

325 28 16 30 2.632 18.8 

325 28 19 35 1.864 21.2 

325 28 22 25 1.752 19.0 

325 32 16 35 1.352 21.1 

325 32 19 25 3.655 18.3 

325 32 22 30 1.658 21.0 

325 36 16 25 1.916 17.4 

325 36 19 30 1.146 19.7 

325 36 22 35 1.027 22.4 

400 28 16 35 3.037 23.1 

400 28 19 25 2.749 19.2 

400 28 22 30 2.613 23.2 

400 32 16 25 3.115 18.2 

400 32 19 30 1.517 21.4 

400 32 22 35 4.486 21.6 

400 36 16 30 1.888 23.4 

400 36 19 35 3.76 21.9 

400 36 22 25 2.411 22.6 

 

The output values from experimentation are used for training 

for the proposed ANN architecture. 

 

4.2 Proposed ANN 

 

The goal of a neural networks are to map a set of input 

pattern to a corresponding set of output pattern through 

learning from a series of past eg's how the sets of input and 

output data relate to each other. The network is then applied 

what it has learnt to the new input patterns to predict the 

appropriate outputs.  In submerged curve welding, the 

characteristics of the weld globule is changed because of the 

muddled welding condition, and exact mapping will be 

expected to create the coveted rate of statement and level of 

weakening as indicated by the welding parameter. Be that as 
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it may, the blunder back proliferation calculation of 

counterfeit neural system is utilized. The engineering of a 

created ANN is appeared in "Fig. 2" is then sustain forward 

back proliferation arrange prepared with Levenberg-

Marquardt back engendering calculation. The steps used to 

develop the network model are shown in “Fig. 3”.The 

quantity of tests for preparing and testing are 21 and 5 

individually. The learning capacity is inclination plummet 

calculation alongside energy weight and also predisposition 

learning capacity. The quantity of shrouded layer and 

neurons are dictated by an experimentation strategy, to 

oblige the merged mistake. The structure of the proposed 

neural system are 4-9-6-2 (4 neurons in the information 

layer, 9 neurons in first concealed layer and 6 neurons in 

second shrouded layer and 2 neurons in the yield layer . 

With a learning rate of 0.55 and an energy term of 0.9, these 

system is prepared for 10000 cycles. The errors between the 

desired and the actual output is less than 0.001 in the end of 

the training process. Command window of ANN model is 

shown in “Fig.4”.| 

 

Figure 2: Proposed architecture of the ANN model 

 

5. Conclusions  
 

SAW Experiments are designed, conducted and the 

observations are utilized to train and predict the quality of 

weld in artificial neural network. The results (Table 2) of 

proposed prediction network in ANN are validated by 

Confirmatory experiments. A result from confirmatory 

experiments has very good agreement and competent is 

given in Table 3. With these encouraging results the 

developed models can also be further improved through 

including other welding input parameters such as type of 

flux, depth and width of flux layers, polarity and type of 

currents which also affect weld bead width. Further, 

equipment controls are to be setup for online weld dot width 

checking. 
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